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Nothing in this job description restricts management's right to assign or reassign duties and 

responsibilities to this job at any time. 

 

DUTIES   This is a non-career term job with the Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority 

(Airports Authority).  Serves as a Radio and Wireless Systems Technician in the Wireless 

Services and Radio Systems Division of the Technology Operations Department, Office of 

Technology (Office).  Ensures the effective operation of Airports Authority radio and ancillary 

equipment and their interface with other Airports Authority equipment/systems.  Installs, 

maintains, and repairs a variety of radio and wireless equipment (mobile radios, mobile 

computers, specialized equipment, and emergency lighting, emergency vehicle warning systems 

and associated wired switch panels, license plate readers, mobile computer terminals, 

headset/intercoms, mobile video, radar, emergency lighting and associated wireless and radio 

roof top equipment, such as antennas and cabling) in the Airports Authority motor fleet and on 

Airports Authority buildings/property.  Performs related duties. 

 

--Installs and maintains mobile radios, mobile computers, specialized equipment and emergency 

lighting in the Airports Authority motor fleet.  Installs and maintains radio equipment and radio 

system components, including, but not limited to, repeaters (conventional and trunked), 

combiners, duplexers, filters, power amplifiers, uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), and 

antennas.  

 

--Conducts radio frequency analysis on radio and wireless systems on Airports Authority 

property to ensure proper operation and mitigation of possible radio frequency interference from 

different systems and that communication with mutual aid service communities is available at all 

times.  Works to ensure high-availability of wireless systems while conducting radio system 

analysis and maintenance including inspection and servicing of rooftop equipment/installations 

such as antennas and cabling. 

 

--Installs and maintains land mobile radio systems, system components, radio configurations, and 

other electronic equipment including the Airports Authority’s MWAA 800 MHz Public Safety 

Communications System.  Ensures the radio and ancillary equipment operate effectively and 

interface appropriately with other Airports Authority equipment/systems from other departments.  

Maintains radio and systems/equipment documentation. 

 

--Programs, tunes, and aligns mobile, portable, and fixed radio equipment according to 

manufacturer and Airports Authority specifications and guidelines to ensure equipment performs 

appropriately and operates within specifications and guidelines. Identifies and repairs or replaces 

faulty or degraded components.  

 

--Examines and analyzes radio systems for capacity, coverage, reliability, defects, system 

anomalies and performance, utilizing test equipment such as Aeroflex Land-Mobile Radio Test 

Set, Bird Technologies Site Analyzers, and Motorola R2670 Spectrum Analyzers. Provides Tiers 

I, II, and III technical support for the Airports Authority 800 MHz Public Safety 

Communications radio and ancillary equipment and interfaces. Works with the Public Safety 

Communications Unit and the Public Safety Systems Administrator on issues. 
 

--Coordinates and participates in radio preventative maintenance services. Performs radio facility 

site and system checks. Monitors systems alarms, performances, and alerts, 24/7. 
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--Installs fire apparatus, headset/intercoms, land mobile, aviation radios, mobile video, radar, and 

emergency lighting in the motor fleet.  Installs, maintains, and repairs emergency vehicle 

warning systems and associated wired switch panels, license plate readers, and mobile computer 

terminals.  

 

--Communicates and interacts effectively with internal and external business contacts including, 

but not limited to, other members of the unit/team, other Airports Authority employees (such as 

managers, supervisors, professionals, and support staff), and vendors and suppliers.  

 

--Uses a computer and (a) modern office suite software (such as MS Office) to communicate 

(via e-mail); plan; schedule, word process; prepare presentations; and research (includes 

Internet use to search out new products and technologies and keep up with technology); and 

(b) enterprise system/software for requisitioning, time and attendance reporting and other 

functions; and (c) special systems/software used such as radio programming software. 

 

--Operates an Airports Authority-supplied motor vehicle airside and landside, on and off airport 

complexes, to visit job sites, attend meetings, and perform related functions. 

 

--*Performs other duties as assigned.* 
 

Critical features of this job are described under the headings below. They may be subject to 

change through reasonable accommodation or otherwise.  

 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS (MQs) 
 

To be rated qualified for this job, an applicant must meet either of the MQs listed below at the 

time of vacancy announcement closure.  

 

1. A high school diploma, a Certificate of General Educational Development (GED), or an 

equivalent combination of education, experience, and training.  
 

2. Seven years of progressively responsible experience in the Radio Frequency (RF) technology 

including, (a) installation, maintenance, and repair of electronic and radio communications 

systems and (b) programming, tuning, and aligning mobile, portable and fixed radio 

equipment. 

 

An associate’s degree in any field providing a strong foundation for successful performance 

of the DUTIES in this job description may be substituted for two of these seven years. 

 

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS 

 

The qualifications listed below (if any) are preferred and may be considered in the selection 

process, but they are not required to be rated as qualified for this job.   

 

1. A Bachelor’s Degree in Electrical Engineering (BSEE), Electronics Engineering Technology 

(BSEET), or a related field.  
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2. Experience in working with conventional and trunked radio systems designing portable and 

mobile radio subscriber templates for Motorola SmartNet/Smartzone systems. 
 

3. Motorola Technical Associate Certificate.  

 

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES AND OTHER FACTORS (KSAOs) 

 

The following KSAOs are required for successful performance of this job and are a basis for 

rating and ranking applicants who are found to meet the MQs. Local, Federal, airport industry 

or Airports Authority specific bodies of knowledge listed below may typically be acquired on the 

job; ability to rapidly acquire them is required at the time of vacancy announcement closure. 

 

1. Comprehensive knowledge of the installation, repair, maintenance and operation of radios, 

and ancillary equipment and use of tools needed to evaluate and resolve system operating 

problems and  mitigation of possible radio frequency interference. 

 

2. Knowledge of radio programming and tuning and associated software tools to program, tune, 

and align mobile, portable and fixed radio equipment, and ensure it is operating within 

specifications and guidelines. 

 

3. Knowledge of Radio and Wireless System Operation, Aeroflex Land-Mobile Radio Test Set, 

Bird Technologies Site Analyzers, and Motorola R2670 Spectrum Analyzers to perform 

optimization, troubleshooting, and repairs. 

 

4. Knowledge of Federal Communications Commission (FCC) technical and operational 

regulations pertinent to proper radio operation, interference mitigation techniques, and Radio 

Frequency (RF) engineering to provide recommendations on hardware, systems software, 

and applications software to support radio systems operations.  

 

5. Skill in problem solving to select, organize and logically process relevant information 

(verbal, numerical or abstract) to solve a problem. This includes the ability to recognize 

subtle aspects of problems and identify relevant information. Examples include planning and 

executing integrated processes necessary to manage radio and wireless system installations, 

analysis, and field verifications. 

 

6. Skill in using a computer and (a) modern office suite software (such as MS Office) to plan, 

schedule, communicate, word process, prepare and develop reports, and perform research 

(with Internet use, as in searching for performance information and keeping up with 

technology); (b) enterprise systems/software for requisitioning and other functions; and (c) 

specialty systems/software used such as radio programming software. 

 

7. Skill in written communication to understand written information (including instructions, 

descriptions, and ideas) and to express such information in writing so that others will 

understand.  Examples include reading technical-operational materials (such as technical 

manuals and maintenance schedules) and administrative-programmatic materials (such as 

Airports Authority supply procedures), and writing briefly about similar types of matters 

such as standard operating procedures for installed equipment use. 
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8. Skill in oral communication to understand verbal information (including instructions, 

descriptions, and ideas) and to express such information verbally so that others will 

understand. Examples include exchanging routine and non-routine operational and 

procedural information and technical information with team members, co-workers and Office 

management for use of equipment implemented. 

 

RESPONSIBILITY Is responsible for ensuring that Airports Authority Radio and Wireless 

systems and equipment are operational and functioning efficiently and effectively on a 24/7 

basis.  Work ensures that critical radio and wireless systems (such as police, fire, and EMS) are 

available/operational 24/7. 

 

Reports to the Manager, Wireless Services and Radio Systems (Supervisor); may receive 

direction or assignments from site leader at one of the airports. Most work flows to the 

incumbent as a result of assigned functions and processes. The Supervisor provides broad 

objectives and policy guidance for any recurring assignments; and in consultation with the 

incumbent, brief instructions and time frames for special projects. Special projects are usually 

reviewed only at milestones for effectiveness of project management; and once implemented, for 

overall impact.  Most work is accomplished independently. The incumbent collaborates with and 

keeps the Supervisor or others informed of actions and availability; and typically elevates only 

highly complex issues for assistance in resolution; work is authoritative and initiative is 

expected. Work is typically reviewed in terms of quantity, quality, timeliness, customer service, 

teamwork, adherence to guidelines, and other factors, including specific performance 

management requirements.  

 

EFFORT  Work requires moderate physical effort and involves a combination of field and desk 

work.  In installing, maintaining, and repairing equipment in vehicles, work typically requires 

standing, stooping, kneeling, crouching, reaching or other positioning of self to access and install 

equipment. Lifts, pushes/pulls or otherwise aligns items weighing up to 10 pounds.  Ascends 

stairs and vertical ladders to examine, monitor, perform maintenance, or diagnose and repair 

problems/malfunctions on antenna and associated equipment.  Typically exerts light physical 

effort when working in the office in opening and closing file drawers, retrieving files and 

otherwise moving about to obtain or distribute work materials. Regularly uses a computer and 

reviews information/schematics/user manuals, and visual displays (such as computer/equipment 

readouts) that may contain small print for information.  Exchanges work information by 

telephone and two-way radio.  In driving, operates vehicle using judgment in consideration of 

weather, traffic and other factors. 

 

WORKING CONDITIONS  Typically works in an adequately lighted, ventilated, and 

temperature-controlled office or workshop.  Occasionally, works outdoors in all types of 

weather, including inclement weather (rain, fog, snow, ice, cold, and high heat/humidity), near 

motor vehicle traffic, jet aircraft, and construction sites which may require access by climbing or 

crawling on roof tops. Occasionally works in cramped or awkward positions to manually install 

equipment, adjust wires, controls, and other items in vehicles. Carefully follows general and/or 

special safety precautions, and wears protective gear (such as a hard hat) when visiting work/job 

sites.  

 

OTHER SIGNIFICANT JOB ASPECTS Must be able to work a varied schedule of days and 

outside normal 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. business hours for scheduled and emergency maintenance 
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and/or upgrades as well as standard on-call rotation. Is subject to hold-over and recall for IT 

emergencies, and may need to work nights and weekends depending on operational requirements and 

other factors. 


